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The British do this to themselves.

The EU has told Pfizer and other drug companies that they must secure its permission before exporting vaccine

doses to Britain amid concerns about the level of supply https://t.co/a2cbyEplqB

— The Times (@thetimes) January 26, 2021

They EU are asking for early notification and it's for transparency reasons.

And it's not a special British clause.

Yes, it could result in the EU stepping, but that would be a very big thing, and it hasn't happened yet.

If it happens, we can all get upset about it.

Some Brexit "neutrals" will finally learn that Remainers never believed the EU would be fluffy to those outside the bloc.

Some Brexit supporters will learn what it *actually* feels to have an economic super power on their doorstep able to act in

their interest and against theirs, in opposed to their fantasies about how they are subsidising companies to leave.

Lots of people will learn the EU can move quite quickly when it has to.

Of course, this wouldn't effect us if we were in the EU...and we'd probably want transparency at this point too.

AZ were not able to satisfy the Commission when they met with them yesterday, and now the EU wants greater visibility. If

AZ aren't covering anything up, it may never go beyond this.

Right now this is a non-story that has the potential to be a big story in the future, but as usual the legendary self created

shoulder chip the UK has is going to make it the biggest story of the day.

But the British press need something for the EU haters to masturbate too.
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So here we are in outrage city again.

I hate to break this to everybody but this is probably going to be UK political discourse for the next 10 years at the least.

It's going to be a long "Once in a generation".
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